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1, I t is Imown that in electrodynamics the twophoton exchange leads to a

long range (van der Waals) force between any two (electrically and/or

magnetically) polarizable objects [ l ] , [2] . Analogous forces coming from

neutrino- [3] or gluon- [h] pair exchange have also been investigated in the

l i te ra ture . While the long range of a l l such forces is obviously related to

the zero mass of the exchanged part icles , the concrete form of the potential

( i . e . i t s strength and leading r-behaviour) depends on the type of interaction

and may be established model-independently whenever low energy theorems for

the amplitude of elastic scattering of the corresponding massless particle on

arbitrary targets are available.
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2. In this note we point out that a similar effect would arise in the

framework of spontaneously broken rigid supersymmetry by means of Goldstone

fermion pair exchange. The basic ingredient in the derivation of the resulting

van der Waals-like effective potential is a low energy theorem, before long

known to exist [5], expressing the threshold behaviour of the amplitude for

goldstino elastic scattering on any target. The long range force which we

finally obtain should act between any two massive systems and is

given by the following potential
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V(r) = M m n~ 3 ¥' r " 7 + Cl)

M and m are the masses of the interacting bodies and F is the breaking

parameter normalized as in Eqs.(8) below.

To derive Eq.(l) it is most convenient to follow the dispersion procedure

of Ref.[2] with the necessary proviso dictated, in our case, by the Hajorana

nature of the exchanged particles and concrete form of the low energy theorem.

Next we sketch the derivation:

(a) Start defining an effective potential:

1 1 f\ - ii&V(r) d < T(a0 , t = - (2)

and use a (not necessarily unsubtr&cted) dispersion relation in the (momentum

transfer) t-variable to rewrite it as

V(r)
,2 M m r

dt Im T(s ,t) e" (3)



T(s , t ) is the amplitude for the elastic scattering of two massive todies a

ana A,

a(p) + A(r) * a(p') + A(r')

2 '2 2 2
p = p = m , r = (p - p')

and Im T(s,t) is its t-chailnel absorptive part, "both with the variable

s = (p + r) fixed at the threshold s Q = (M + m) in order to get rid of the

velocity dependent part of the potential. For simplicity we take 'below a

and A as spinless, otherwise spin averages should be introduced to find the

spin independent part of the potential. In writing Eq.(3) the dispersive

contribution to T(s,t) coming from the left hand cut in t (-=> < t < (M - m) - s)

has been disregarded since it does not lead to long range forces.

(b) Find the goldstino pair contribution to Im T; it is

u

a(PK,t) and A(RK,t) are the invariant amplitudes describing the elastic

scattering of goldstino {k) on a and A:

and the analogous expansion for A(RK,t). 6(t) is the main form factor

in the Lorentz decomposition of the energy momentum tensor matrix element

F denotes the breaking parameter normalized so that

• (7)

(8)

•J v i s the supersymmetry spin-vector current [ 6 ] . Eq.(6) does not depend on a

spec i f ic f i e ld t h e o r e t i c a l model and comes out d i r e c t l y (by means of a Ward

,' V > ' 2 W (Q = dJx JU <x)).Identity) from the anticommutator ^ a , -g , - , a g - . -^ a -

Eq.(6) as i t stands is only a slight generalization to the general kinematical

configuration (actually needed here) of a corresponding forward direction

formula derived in Ref.[7].

Integrating over the 6-functiom in Eq.(i+) and keeping track, now and

later on, of the leading t-powers, one finds

+ higher t-powers. (9)

(5)

+ k' 0 ;

A(RK,t) is simialrly defined in connection with the XA •* XA process, with the

obvious replacement of p, p' by r, r1 (R = — ).

(c) Use in Eq.(U) the low energy theorem

+ higher (PK) powers;

(t - fixed)

(6)

s , carry out the angular integrations in Eq.. (9) with due(d) Let

care with respect to the analytic extrapolation which has to be performed in going
2 2

from the physical region t > t Q (tA = t-channel threshold = It max (tor, Urn ))

below i t to the interval 0 =^t -c

and of order / t ). One obtains so

0
:t_ (where (PK), (RK) are pure imaginary

AVL T(A0,t) -
•if ft

-h-

e + (P(ts)
Cio)



which vhen inserted in Eq..(3) leads to the potential looked for, already

displayed In Eq.-(l).

3. Without dwelling much on matters of interpretation, we only observe

that if the spontaneously broken global supersymmetry is promoted to a local

one (when, 'by the super-Higgs mechanism [8 ] , [9 ] , the Goldstone modes disappear

and gravitino acquires a mass m ). in view of the Fayet's remark [10} (that

in the limit in vhich gravitation is switehed-off [and hence m + 0] the

gravitino's helicity components ± 1/2 would s t i l l remain ana behave exactly

as did the goldstino states of the global symmetry) , some trace of the above

calculated force should s t i l l be lef t . Although gravitino pair-exchange would

not lead (for m / 0) to a s t r ic t ly long range force, 1 for exceedingly small

m (say m ^ 10 eV) the range (r ,< m ~ ) would he unusually large; 2

the strength of the force (albeit small) would also he (by Fayet's remark) much
1 /£

larger than one might expect from a fourth order process in < = (8ir ° '

This situation seems intriguing enough to he worth detailed clarification,

especially in as far as the r-dependence of the force is concerned.

It. Confining ourselves for the time being within the rigid supersymmetry

results of this paper, we turn now to see what conclusions on the size of F

could presently emerge from the non-observability of the potential obtained in

Eq. (l) Making use of the evaluations of Ref.[l+] where limits on long range

forces (for various powers of r , including r ) , irrespective of their origin,

have teen put from quite different sources, the most stringent condition on

F we could find is /F"> 0.2 GeV (coming from a limit on r -potentials

inferred in [k~] from measurements of radiative transitions in exotic atoms),

which i s , however, weaker than the Fayet's (already weak) bound >/F~> 9 GeV

obtained [ l l ] from experimental limits on certain ^-decays.
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